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Net sales in the first quarter of fiscal 2019 decreased 4% year-on-

year to ¥536.2 billion due to the restrained shipments to adjust

distribution stock.

Operating profit fell significantly, to ¥3.9 billion, from ¥28.1 billion in

the previous fiscal year, and OP margin was 0.7%, because, despite a

review of investments and efforts to reduce expenses, some of the

actions take more time for the effects to be realized..

We are reporting a negative ordinary profit of -¥1.4 billion, largely

due to the impact of foreign exchange losses outside of our

operating profit.

Net income amounted to ¥9.3 billion, mainly due to transient tax-

related factors..

Our global unit sales increased 2% from the previous year to 298,000

units.
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While global automobile demand declined, our sales volume in

1Q/FY19 was 298,000 units, up 2% year-on-year as you can see.

In ASEAN region, the progress was largely in line with our plan,

although the situation differs depending on each country.

In Australia and New Zealand region, demand for SUVs, light

commercial vehicles and passenger cars was weak due to the

economic slowdown in Australia in particular, and our sales were also

affected by slowing demand.

In Japan, where we are aiming for significant growth this fiscal year,

our sales volume increased on a year-on-year basis, thanks to the

impact of new models, such as Delica D:5, eK X/Wagon, which began

sales in early 2019.

In other regions, although overall demand was sluggish and

competition has intensified, progress remained almost unchanged

from the previous year.
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In terms of Volume and Mix, despite the effects of new vehicles in Japan

and the effects of product renewals in the mainstay ASEAN region, sales

in other regions deteriorated, resulting in a decline of ¥3.9 billion.

Sales expenses reduced profits by ¥0.9 billion year-on-year. This was

mainly due to an increase in selling expenses to expand unit sales.

In terms of cost reductions, despite the progress made in reducing

procurement costs through joint purchasing with the Alliance, the

increase in costs to improve our product lineup was a significant factor,

resulting in only a ¥1.7 billion contribution to profits.

Changes in exchange rates reduced profits by ¥5.6 billion due to

fluctuations in major currencies, such as the Thai Baht's appreciation, the

euro depreciation, and the Australian dollar depreciation.

Other, R&D expenses and labor costs etc. increased significantly year on

year. As a result, operating profit for the first quarter of fiscal 2019 was

¥3.9 billion, a significant year-on-year decrease.
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We announced our full-year earnings forecast for fiscal 2019 in May,

but this forecast remains unchanged.

Although the uncertainty remains in the global economy and there

are no grounds for optimism, we aim to achieve a recovery in sales in

line with our plan toward the second half of the year with ASEAN,

where demand is growing steadily.

In addition, we will make every effort to achieve our full-year

forecast by further optimizing costs and maintaining a balance

between revenues and expenditures.
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We are also focusing on strengthening and upgrading our core

products, and on June 13 we launched a new Eclipse Cross which is

equipped with a clean diesel engine as planned.

On July 25, we will begin sales of the new Pajero Sport in Thailand.

In addition, we will introduce a new type of super-height wagon,

which will succeed eK Space, to the domestic Japanese market by

the end of this fiscal year.

Regarding other existing models, we will gradually introduce

innovative refreshed versions of several models and strengthen our

model lifecycle management. For instance, we will launch the

XPANDER SUV by the end of the year as a derivative model. Also,

regarding XPANDER, we will expand exports, and will expand export

destinations from the current 12 countries to add another 10

countries, including markets in Asia, Africa, and the Middle East.
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As we have announced on July 8, that we are investing in GOJEK, a

leading on-demand multi-service platform in Southeast Asia,

together with Mitsubishi Corporation. The three parties have signed a

memorandum of understanding to discuss joint projects.

GOJEK, based in Indonesia provides an app which fulfills people‘s

daily needs such as transportation, food delivery and e-payment by

utilizing their on-demand mobile platform, and is rapidly expanding

not only in Indonesia but also other Southeast Asian countries. We

will be able to leverage the GOJEK platform and study possibilities for

various new mobility services.
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